The prevalence and origins of left hand preference in high risk infants, and its implications for intellectual, motor and behavioural performance at four and six years.
This study investigates the origins of hand preference at 4 years in a cohort of 115 high risk and premature infants; the relationship between patterns of hand preference and intellectual, motor, temperament and behavioural status at 4 and 6 years; and evidence for brain injury in mediating the relationship between hand preference and development disorder. Increased left hand preference was independently associated with extreme prematurity, high neonatal risk, increased numbers of minor physical anomalies, lowered intellectual and motor abilities, and more difficult temperament. These findings supported the presence of intrauterine and neonatal pathological mechanisms leading to left hand preference in a small number of children. Neither poor function of the non dominant hand nor absence of a family history of left handedness could further define this pathological subgroup. Support for pathological mechanisms producing left handedness was found predominatly in the infants of high birth weight, whereas prevalence of left handedness was increased mainly among the extremely low birth weight infants. In this latter group the prevalence of left handedness was also increased among children of normal intelligence, suggesting that mechanisms other than brain damage lead to left hand preference in very premature infants.